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POLARIZATION TEST FOR THE >ULTINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

Khursheed Alam* & Amitava Mitra

Clemson University & University of Southern California

ABSTRACT

The vectors p = ( ..... ,ok) representing the cell proba-

bilities of-a multinomial distribution are partially ordered

according to the majorization relation: p majorizes p'(p I P')

if i 1  (i) 1,... ,k, where r )  denotes

the ith largest value among pl ..... If the reverse inequalityI holds we say that p minorizes p' (p p p'). In this paper we

consider a test of the hypothesis H: p -5 p0 against the ai~erna7i'.e
co s d r a t s f tehypothesis H: p - p, -g-nhe t~et a~ :

hypothesis K': p . pC, where p is a given vector. The test

d4scriminates between the situations whero the total mu1 tinomial

probability is distributed more or less evenly amonc tne cells.

It is therefore called a polarization test.

:ev.' words: Multinomial Distributicn; Schur-Con-::-:K.
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1. Introduction. Let M(x; o, n) denote the multinomial

distribution, where x = (xl.... k)' denotes the vector of cell

probabilities, p = (pl .... pk' denotes the vector of cell

kfrequencies, xi=1 Xi = n and 7i=l Pi = 1. Consider a partial

ordering of the probability vectors p, given by the majorization
, -j

relation: p majorizes p' (p - p') if - >i~=iP(i) - iI p i

j = 1,..., k, where P(i) denotes the ith largest value among

P k" If the reverse inequality holds we say that p

minorizes P' (p W p'). A symmetric function f is said to be

Schur-convex if f(p) f(r') for all p . '. For example,
k 2. 1 <k 2 is a Schur-convex function. Clear!y, < Q < 1.

If the k multinomial events are nearly equally probable then

the value of Q is close to its lower bound. On the other hand

if the total probability is almost concentrated into a single

cell then the value of Q is close to 1. Thus, the value of Q

measures, so to speak, "nolarization of the multinomial distr ou-

tion .

Aore general>y, the multinomial distribution associated with

o is said to be more polarized than the multincmial distribution

associated with :' if o p. Note that the vector 1S

naiorized by every vector o. in this paper we consider a test

of the hypothesis, H : p o against the alternative hypothesis
0 0

H': o. p , where r is a given value of c. The test is based

on the statistic T = . " .x)in, re~ectinc for Iarre values
of T. We call it a :pclarization test. We note that h -.Qoari-

za-oicn test 4s a one-sLded test, .j-eras, Pearson's s

--s-:ar :oodness -f fi ts tw-si-es, _osined. tD test the'Ct. .E

.... tOO tO~tI~ iiS t-- :- 7
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k= 2 the hypothesis H states that p1 - p2  < - P, while

the reverse inequality holds for H'.

The problem of testing H against H' arises in various sit-

uations. Suppose, for example, that k political parties are

contesting in an election. Let pi denote the proportion of

voters in favor of the ith party (i = 1,..., k) at a certain

period of time before the election. It might be of interest

to know at a subsequent period of time before the election

whether, due to the emergence of certain issue or the occurrence

of certain event, the voting preference had polarized in the

sense that a single party or, at most, a few parties out of the

k parties would share together almost all the votes.

For another example, suppose that the population of a variety

of fish is spread out in certain parts of a lake. It might be of

interest to know whether the fish population had concentrated

into fewer parts of the lake at a certain time, that is, the fish

population had polarized due to a change in weather condition or

some other factor.

Tn the following section it is shown that the 7iven test Is

unbiased. For the application of the test we need zc know the

distribution of T. Formulas for exact as well as the asy-mptotic

distribution for large n are given. Numerical results are sir'en

showing asymptotic convergence of the distribution.

2. Polarization test. Consider the hvothesis H. We reect

H for larce values of T. By Theorem 3.7 of Hollander, ?roschan

and Sethuraman (1977)

T t
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is Schur-convex function of for any positive number t. There-

fore, the polarization test is unbiased. For the application

of the theorem note that T is a Schur-convex function of x and

that the multinomial probability function satisfies the condi-

tion required for ;(%,x) in the theorem.

For the application of the test we need to find the distri-

bution of T. First we consider the exact distribution of T.

Let [xl + denote the smallest non-negative integer x, and [x-

denote the smallest integer < x. Let Dk(t;pl ..... Pk' n)

=P .- ti" denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of

T for k > 2. The cdf is recursively given by

0, t <n/2

+ (nt 
n 2

1 - 4 nr n-r
(2.1) D2 (t;P n-n)=: nt n 2(+

.l, t n

0, t < n/k
-.n - n) )

+ (n(t - 1)
n n) (1 1n n 1 ". +-

(2.2) Dk(t;pl ..... p ,n)=i r=[ - (n(t - ) (1 -

nt-r ;l P__ n-r n
k n-r k

1, t n

The recursive relation is based on the fact that the conditional
Pl

distribution of u (:KI ... ,Xk_l), given xk, is ( ;1 ,(..
-0,

Pk-1
n -1 - :, )

.,;ext we consider the asymptotic distribution of T for larre

n. The co'ariance matrix of x is n'- = n(D - o 0') , where ori:'e

denotes the trans-,ose and D denotes the diagonal matrix with -th
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diagonal element equal to pl. Let 'l ..... k-I denote the non-zero

eigen value of I. An eigen vector corresponding to the zero

eigen value is

(,1,.... ,l) '. Let P denote an orthogonal matrix diagonali-

zing : whose first row is equal to (L . L) and let y = P x.

The first component of y is equal to _ Let the mean of y be
vk

written as

(2.3) E y = (,n61v r.7...,nS l , )

J' ~Ll Ik-l

=-nPp.

Frcm (2.3) we have

(2.4) 1 -k-l 2 P

(2.5) 7 k-1 ,2 ,2 0, P'CPZP''Ppi=l i -
' ' P'PP )

= p' (D - p p')p

Q - Q

.herek It is easy to see that 2

;e ha-:e n T = x' x 7j' y'. Since x is asvmptotically distributei accordinc

to -ie .-ulti'-riate ncr-ai distribution with mean npand covariance n., we

-ave ibr larre n

a-.,e,6) T Z
-' -il i. 2

.;here means "asmtoticliv distributed asI and . is nor-ally distributed

wit! -'ariance I and m.ean eaoal to -n . 0kreover Z , .... Z, are Lnceoenuen.

.2 
- ) : 1

Let '2. - Since V- is distributed as " 2 (non-central
L- eri,n 7

- ee o: om 3n r, o- -,1 et
:::,i n : The mo ent ,en era - -: .-,! i, c =nZ- i
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(2.7) M(t) = E e

2 k-i

= enp(n 7k-l )'i (1-2k t) t 0.Li l 1-2."..t i-l 1
i~l

From (2.7) it is seen that

(2.8) v R vk .2 ( - d v.
n iil <i 3.

where V denotes a standard normal random variable. From (2.4),

(2.3), (2.6) and (2.8) we have that

(2.9) T nQ (Q- Q2) V.

Suppose that Q- = 0. Two cases arise: (i) P1  P 2  ."' ,

and (ii) oP= 0 for i = j. In case (i) we have Thereforek i 2

an (2. fro 2e 3) i " -i

d 2

.2 3 , - nQ,) k-l"

In case ii, we have T n with probability 1.

r- O and denote the values of Q and ),, respectively,
_ Ifor , = p, n et denote the upper - quantile of te szndrl

-.or,; d s r.bution an

normal iet T denote the critical value c' the 2oar-

i.i tst for a level of significance ecual to , as derive. frr.

2 i nd '2.2 From (2 9) the value of T fr larce n is a-:orcx-

2%
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Also, the asymptotic power of the polarization test is equal to

0 2

n(Q - Qo) Q1 (QO)
(~~ _ 2 - ( 2 ) - v )

2(Q 1 -Q) Q1Q

where denotes the standard normal cdf. For Q - QO c where

c is given positive number, the asymptotic power, that is, the

Pitman efficiency is equal to *; (E(Qo - (QO) 2- V .

In order to comoare the asymptotic formula with the exact

formula we show in the table below values of P T T' , derived

from (2.1) and (2.2), where T is given by (2.11) for .95,

0
k = 2, 3, 4 and certain values of n and po It is seen from the table

that n = 100 is not sufficiently large for the asymptotic probabil-

ity to match with Lhe exact probability. It is interesting to

observe that the figures in columns 2, 3 and 5 agree except for one

entry. We have checked the figures given in the table with the

result obtained from a simulation studv.

I-a!ues of T <- T
.95I

k7 2

-1 .00 .773

.... . ,? 1.000 .812

4 . .920 .4

.)47 . - .502 .947

0] .06- .- ;: .S02 .965 8 -'

6.

.322
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